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A face viewed under good encoding conditions is more likely to be remembered than a face viewed
under poor encoding conditions. In four experiments we investigated how encoding conditions affected
confidence in recognising faces from line-ups. Participants performed a change detection task followed by a recognition task and then rated how confident they were in their recognition accuracy. In the
first two experiments the same faces were repeated across trials. In the final two experiments novel faces
were used on each trial. Target-present and target-absent line-ups were utilised. In each experiment
participants had greater recognition confidence after change detection than after change blindness. The
finding that change detection inflates confidence, even for inaccurate recognitions, indicates recognition
certainty can be a product of perceived encoding conditions rather than authentic memory strength.

Keywords: Change detection; Change blindness; Memory; Confidence; Face recognition; Confidence!accuracy
relation; Optimality hypothesis.

Change blindness is the failure to detect changes
in a scene. Although this task has been studied
extensively in the laboratory (e.g., Rensink,
O’Regan, & Clark, 2000), much less attention
has been paid to its possible role in other contexts.
Davies and Hine (2007) among others have
recently explored one such role, the effects of
change detection on eyewitness memory for a
crime. Their results and other findings in the wellestablished eyewitness memory literature provide a useful starting point for exploring the
consequences of change detection failure more
generally. Thus we begin our investigation by
highlighting some of these findings before pre-

senting the results of four laboratory experiments
that suggest successful change detection inflates
confidence in recognition memory.
In the context of eyewitness memory, change
blindness can manifest as a failure to discriminate
between two or more people who were observed
at the scene of the crime, leading the witness
to report the presence of a single person where
there was in fact more than one. The difference
between the memory of an eyewitness who
experiences change blindness and an eyewitness
who experiences change detection (i.e., successfully discriminating between two people observed
at a crime scene) can be characterised as a
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discrepancy in memory resulting, at least partially, from differences in the quality of encoding
conditions. Lindsay, Read, and Sharma (1998)
found that encoding conditions (in this case:
exposure duration, perspective, and viewing
instructions) were predictive of eyewitness confidence in line-up identifications. Therefore
recognition confidence could be influenced by
whether or not a change is detected. Here we
report the results of four experiments that clearly
show change detection increases confidence in a
subsequent recognition task, and that this increased confidence is independent from improved
performance in discriminating the target from
foils.
The relation between line-up identification
accuracy and confidence has been studied extensively. Bothwell, Deffenbacher, and Brigham
(1987) conducted a meta-analysis of 35 eyewitness
studies and found an aggregate confidence!
accuracy correlation of .25. In another metaanalysis of 30 studies Sporer, Penrod, Read, and
Cutler (1995) found a comparable confidence!
accuracy correlation of .29. Although these
meta-analyses indicate a somewhat modest relation between confidence and accuracy, there is
evidence to suggest its strength can be influenced
by encoding conditions.
Deffenbacher (1980) reviewed 43 eyewitness
studies and, based on this analysis, formulated the
optimality hypothesis to explain the relation
between accuracy and confidence. According to
Deffenbacher, the confidence!accuracy relation
is moderated by information-processing conditions (i.e., how an event is encoded, stored,
and retrieved). When conditions are poor, the
confidence!accuracy relation should be weak.
When conditions are good, the confidence!
accuracy relation should be moderate to strong.
Bothwell et al. (1987) found support for the
optimality hypothesis in their meta-analysis, noting the length of exposure to a target accounted
for 27% of the variability in predicting accuracy
from confidence.
Target exposure duration has been examined
in numerous studies since Bothwell et al. (1987)
first identified it as an important moderator of the
confidence!accuracy relation. In one such experiment (Read, 1995) research assistants posed as
customers and interacted with store clerks for
short or long durations. When asked to identify
the customers from a line-up, clerks who had long
interactions were more confident than clerks
who had short interactions for both correct and

incorrect identifications. Consequently, the confidence!accuracy relation was stronger for short
interactions than for long interactions. In another
experiment (Memon, Hope, & Bull, 2003) exposure duration was manipulated via staged crime
videos. When participants had less exposure to
the perpetrator they made correct identifications
more confidently than false identifications and
incorrect rejections. In contrast, when participants
had more exposure to the perpetrator accuracy
had no effect on confidence. Contrary to the
optimality hypothesis, these experiments suggest
better encoding conditions weakened the confidence!accuracy relation.
Lindsay et al. (1998) found partial support
for the optimality hypothesis by manipulating video duration, viewing perspective, viewing
instructions, and retention interval. Consistent
with the optimality hypothesis, favourable
information-processing conditions had a positive
impact on accuracy and confidence, whereas
less-favourable conditions had a negative impact
on accuracy and confidence. However, the data
for false identifications were inconsistent with the
optimality hypothesis. Specifically, as encoding
conditions improved, confidence increased for
false identifications in the same manner as it did
for correct identifications (see also Lindsay,
Nilsen, & Read, 2000, for similar results). Lindsay
et al. concluded that witnessing conditions influenced meta-memorial judgements about the
likelihood of making a correct identification,
leading participants to base their confidence on
the quality of encoding conditions.
The experiments outlined above suggest encoding conditions do not always have parallel
effects on confidence and accuracy. The optimality hypothesis seems to be valid in the case
of correct identifications. Indeed, accurate identifications made under good encoding conditions
tend to be made confidently. However, confidence also tends to be high for incorrect identification decisions when encoding conditions are
good. In other words, regardless of identification
accuracy, good encoding conditions seem to elicit
a high degree of confidence.
In past research on the influence of encoding
conditions on eyewitness memory, external viewing conditions were manipulated by the researchers. One drawback to this approach is that the
fidelity of the memory for the perpetrator might
be confounded with the extent to which details
other than the perpetrator are attended. For
example, as the length of a video increases, so
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do the opportunities to attend to details other
than the perpetrator’s identity. Better attention to
the scene would yield the pattern observed by
previous researchers, namely an increase in correct recognitions (resulting from better encoding
of both the perpetrator and the scene) and an
increase in false recognitions (resulting from
better encoding of the scene only), coupled
with increased confidence (resulting from the
increased ease with which specific details come
to mind and a general sense that the scene is
remembered well). Alternatively, participants’
motivation may have differed across poor and
good encoding conditions. For example, participants who view a crime scene that is poorly lit or
from a single perspective might not be as engaged
by the task as participants who view the scene
under better conditions, or might not be as
motivated to be accurate, believing that their
attempts to identify the perpetrator are unlikely
to succeed.
In the present research the difference between
encoding conditions was based on participants’
actual performance (i.e., whether changes in
stimuli were detected or not). In order for change
detection to occur, sufficient encoding of the preand post-change stimuli is necessary. Furthermore, change detection is more likely to occur
when participants are actively attending to the
stimuli (Simons & Levin, 1997). Thus we assert
that participants should perceive the viewing
conditions as better if the change was detected
than if the change was not detected. Importantly,
this measure of the perceived quality of the
encoding conditions is independent of recognition
memory performance. As such, confidence in the
recognition memory task can be studied as a
function of the perceived quality of encoding
conditions.
Change blindness has been studied using a
variety of methods. In the flicker paradigm (e.g.,
Rensink et al., 2000), the method used in the
present research, participants are shown a
sequence of rapidly alternating displays. Typically, a single cycle consists of four brief displays:
(1) a pre-change display; (2) a blank screen; (3) a
post-change display; and (4) a blank screen.
Another method, and one that is arguably more
similar to change blindness in the ‘‘real world’’,
uses the video paradigm. In one example, Levin
and Simons (1997) showed a video that started
with a man getting out of his chair to answer
a telephone. In the following scene a different
person was shown picking up the receiver.
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Change blindness has also been observed in
live interactions. In one study (Levin, Simons,
Angelone, & Chabris, 2002) participants who had
been talking to a confederate often failed to
notice when the confederate ducked underneath
a desk and was replaced by a new confederate.
Thus the phenomenon of change blindness is not
limited to laboratory experiences.
In the present research we report the findings
of four experiments. In each experiment participants performed a change detection task, followed
by a recognition judgement, and then they rated
how confident they were in their recognition
judgement. Our primary interest was to evaluate
the effect of different encoding conditions on
recognition confidence. Although identification
confidence was assessed in one video-based
change detection study (Nelson et al., 2011),
statistical comparisons between the change
blindness and change detection groups were precluded by an exceptionally low rate of change
detection (5%). Therefore it is presently unclear
how awareness of change will influence recognition confidence. Based on previous studies in
which confidence was higher for good encoding
conditions than for poor encoding conditions (Lindsay et al., 1998, 2000; Read, 1995), we
hypothesised that change detection (i.e., good
encoding condition) would result in greater confidence than change blindness (i.e., poor encoding
condition). In addition we anticipated that accurate recognition judgements, when possible, would
be accompanied by greater confidence ratings
than inaccurate recognition judgements. Lastly,
in accordance with the optimality hypothesis, we
predicted that the confidence!accuracy relation
would be stronger when change was detected
compared to when it was not.

EXPERIMENT 1
Method
Participants. A total of 26 university undergraduates participated in exchange for either
partial course credit or payment of $10.
Materials. The stimulus set consisted of nine
Caucasian male face images. The same faces were
presented on each trial. Eight of the faces were
photographs of people who were paid an honorarium for the use of their images (a $5 gift card).
One of the faces was obtained from the Eberhardt
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was a pre-change face, participants completed 20
trials that were randomly selected from a list of
162 trials (9 stimuli arrangements !6 locations
of the face that changed !3 locations of the
correct recognition choice). Similarly, for trials
on which the correct recognition choice was
a post-change face, participants completed 20
trials that were randomly selected from a list
of 162 trials. For trials on which an unchanged
face was the correct recognition choice, participants completed 20 trials that were randomly
selected from a list of 810 trials (5 unchanged
faces!9 stimuli arrangements !6 locations of
face that changed !3 correct recognition choice
arrangements).
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Lab Face Database. The images were in greyscale
and cropped so that only the person’s face was
visible (i.e., no neck or shoulders).
Procedure. Participants completed 60 trials of a
change detection task, followed by a recognition
task. In the change detection task an array of six
faces was displayed for 2 seconds, then a blank
screen was shown for 200 ms, followed by a
second array of six faces that was displayed for
another 2 seconds. Five of the faces in the second
display were the same as in the first display and
one was different. Participants were instructed
to identify the location of the face that changed.
Feedback was provided to inform the participants
of whether or not they correctly identified the
location of the change. In the recognition task
participants were shown three faces. One of the
faces was present in one or both of the two
previously viewed arrays of faces and two were
not. The correct recognition choice consisted of
either the face from the first display that changed
into a new face in the second display (pre-change
face), the new face from the second display
(post-change face), or one of the other five faces
that did not change (unchanged face). After the
recognition judgement was made, participants
were asked to rate their confidence on a scale of
1 (not at all confident) to 5 (very confident).
Individual trials were separated by a blank screen
that was shown for 3 seconds. No feedback was
provided for the recognition judgement.
The three types of correct recognition choices
(pre-change, post-change, or unchanged faces)
were randomised across trials. The positioning of
the stimuli, the location of the face that changed,
and the positioning of the correct recognition
choice were also counterbalanced across trials.
This was achieved by creating a trial for every
possible combination of these three variables and
randomly selecting from the resulting set of trials.
For trials on which the correct recognition choice

Results
The location of the face that changed was
correctly identified on 54.2% of all trials, yielding a comparable number of trials on which
change detection and change blindness occurred.
Familiarity effects were assessed by dividing
the 60 trials into four quartiles and comparing
recognition accuracy and confidence among the
four quartiles. A repeated-measures ANOVA
revealed trial quartile had no effect on recognition accuracy, F(3, 75) B1, or on confidence,
F(3, 75) "1.14, p ".34, g2p "04.
A 2 (recognition accuracy: incorrect vs correct) !2 (awareness: change blindness vs change
detection) repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted with confidence as the dependent variable.
Confidence was higher after change detection
than after change blindness (see Table 1), yielding a significant main effect of awareness,
F(1, 25) " 18.03, p B.001, g2p ".42. Confidence
was also higher following correct recognitions
(i.e., indicating that a face that was present in
the previous displays was present in the line-up,

TABLE 1
Mean confidence ratings as a function of awareness of change and recognition accuracy
Change blindness

Exp.

Incorrect
recognition

Correct
recognition

1
2
3
4

2.94
2.70
2.33
2.81

3.26 (0.77)
#
2.99 (0.86)
3.18 (0.71)

(0.72)
(0.91)
(0.59)
(0.59)

Standard deviations are in parentheses.

Change detection

Total
3.03
2.70
2.61
2.95

(0.68)
(0.91)
(0.64)
(0.57)

Incorrect
recognition

Correct
recognition

3.08
3.03
2.74
3.18

3.65 (0.74)
#
3.56 (0.62)
3.70 (0.70)

(0.73)
(0.86)
(0.72)
(0.65)

Total
3.40
3.03
3.19
3.39

(0.70)
(0.86)
(0.63)
(0.63)
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M !3.50, SD !0.71) than following incorrect
recognitions (i.e., indicating that a face that was
absent from the previous displays was present in
the line-up, M !3.00, SD !0.69), leading to a
significant main effect of accuracy, F(1, 25) !
46.24, p B.001, g2p !.65. The interaction was not
significant, F(1, 25) !2.31, p!.14, g2p !.08. Paired
samples t-tests showed confidence was higher
for correct recognitions than for incorrect
recognitions both on change detection trials,
t(25)! "6.52, p B.001, d !1.28, and on change
blindness trials, t(25) !"2.62, p!.01, d !0.52.
Thus the effect of accuracy on confidence was
observed irrespective of whether or not the
change was detected.

Discussion
Confidence was higher for change detection trials
than for change blindness trials. Thus our first
hypothesis was supported. This finding was interpreted as evidence that feedback about the
viewing conditions influenced participants’ certainty for the subsequent recognition decision.
The inflation of confidence when encoding conditions were good compared to poor fits well
with previous studies that have examined the
role that encoding conditions play in witness
confidence (Lindsay et al., 1998, 2000; Memon
et al., 2003; Read, 1995). In contrast to these
studies, however, the present work used a withinparticipants design, precluding the possibility that
the manipulation of encoding conditions itself
influenced participants’ level of engagement in
the task, or the details to which they attended.
Consistent with the conclusions reached by previous authors, the participants’ experience of the
encoding conditions as poor or good appeared
to influence their confidence in the subsequent
recognition memory judgement.
In support of the second hypothesis, participants were more confident when they made
correct recognitions than when they made incorrect recognitions. The third hypothesis, namely
that the confidence#accuracy relation would be
stronger when encoding conditions were good
compared to when encoding conditions were
poor, was also supported. Although confidence
was higher for correct recognitions than for
incorrect recognitions on both change detection
and change blindness trials, the effect sizes
differed substantially. According to the conventions set by Cohen (1988), the strength of
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association was large when the change was
detected (d!1.28) and only medium when the
change went undetected (d!0.52).

EXPERIMENT 2
In the first experiment a correct recognition
choice could always be made. The use of a
target-present recognition task was important
for determining the confidence#accuracy relation. One limitation of the target-present-always
design, however, is that participants may have
experienced a sense of familiarity at the time of
viewing the choices for the recognition memory
task, which in turn may have artificially increased
their confidence in their choice. Therefore in the
second experiment participants were given a
target-absent recognition task. By using only
target-absent trials, we were able to test an
intriguing hypothesis: Would successful change
detection increase confidence in a recognition
decision that could not possibly be correct? Such
a finding would suggest that successful change
detection leads to an inflated impression of the
quality of encoding conditions, without actually
increasing the likelihood that the changed target
can be successfully discriminated from distractors.
In addition, if change detection increases confidence on a task on which no correct answer can
be given, it will show that the effect of encoding
conditions on confidence occurs independently
from recognition accuracy.

Method
Participants. A total of 26 university students
were recruited from undergraduate psychology
courses. They received partial course credit for
their participation. None had participated in any
other experiment reported in this paper.
Materials. The stimulus set consisted of the nine
face images from Experiment 1 and one new face
image obtained from the Eberhardt Lab Face
Database. All faces were of Caucasian males.
Procedure. Participants completed 90 trials that
were identical to Experiment 1 with the exception
that the recognition task was target-absent. That
is, participants were shown three faces and asked
to identify the one that was in either of the two
previous displays, but in reality none of the three
faces was shown in either of the previous two
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displays. The interstimulus interval (ISI) was
manipulated between the first and second displays, and was chosen randomly on each trial to
be 100, 200, or 300 ms. Using the same procedure
as in Experiment 1, the positioning of the stimuli,
the location of the face that changed, and the
positioning of the recognition choices were counterbalanced across trials.
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Results
The location of the change was detected on
approximately half of all trials (50.3%), ensuring
a comparable number of change detection and
change blindness trials for analysis. A repeatedmeasures ANOVA showed ISI had no reliable
effect on change detection accuracy, F(2, 50) !
2.60, p !.08, g2p !.09. A 2 (awareness: change
blindness vs change detection) "3 (ISI: 100 ms vs
200 ms vs 300 ms) repeated-measures ANOVA
with confidence as the dependent variable revealed a main effect of awareness, F(1,
25) ! 23.22, p B.001, g2p !.48, with no main effect
of ISI (FB1) and no interaction (FB1). As in
Experiment 1, confidence was higher after
change detection than after change blindness
(see Table 1).

Discussion
The results of Experiment 2 demonstrate that
perceiving the encoding conditions as good inflated confidence in a task in which confidence
should be very low because no correct choice was
available. Because no correct answer could be
made, this finding indicates the inflation of
confidence on change detection trials versus
change blindness trials was independent of recognition accuracy.

EXPERIMENT 3
In the first two experiments feedback on change
detection performance was provided and the
same faces were displayed repeatedly across
trials. Arguably, these methodological artefacts
might have confounded the results. Although we
interpreted the results as evidence that change
detection led to higher confidence than change
blindness, an alternative interpretation is that
seeing the word ‘‘correct’’ after the change

detection task led to higher confidence than
seeing the word ‘‘incorrect’’ after the change
detection task. Because participants received
feedback after the change detection task on every
trial, it is unclear whether it was the detection
of change or the positive feedback that caused the
increase in confidence. The results could also
have been influenced by the faces becoming more
familiar as the experiment progressed. Although
we found no evidence of improved recognition
accuracy as Experiment 1 progressed, familiar
faces are undoubtedly processed and represented
differently than unfamiliar faces (Megreya &
Burton, 2006, 2007). For example, although participants are poor at verifying the identity of
unfamiliar faces seen on video, they do well at
this task when the faces are familiar (Bruce,
Henderson, Newman, & Burton, 2001). One
problem associated with the use of repeated faces
is that participants may then be able to develop a
face-naming strategy (e.g., label one face as ‘‘the
thin guy’’).
Experiment 3 was designed to investigate
whether or not confidence would be affected
by awareness of change when a face-naming
strategy would not be likely to be useful. This
was accomplished by using new faces for each
trial. In addition, no feedback was given on the
change detection task. Therefore, if confidence is
higher after change detection than after change
blindness, we can be sure that the act of detecting
the change itself is causing the inflation in
confidence, as opposed to the feedback provided
in the first two experiments. One additional
change in Experiment 3 is that a mix of targetpresent and target-absent trials was employed.
This design allowed us to examine line-up type as
a within-participant factor.

Method
Participants. A total of 21 university undergraduates were recruited from psychology courses.
They received partial course credit for their
participation.
Materials. A total of 333 Caucasian male faces
were used as stimuli. The faces were obtained
from a collection of face databases, including the
Eberhardt Lab Face Database, the Center for
Vital Longevity Database (Minear & Park, 2004),
and the Facial Recognition Technology (FERET)
Database. Some faces from the previous two
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experiments were used as well. As in the first two
experiments all faces were cropped to allow only
the face to be seen. In contrast to the first two
experiments, colour images were used.
Procedure. Participants completed 36 trials
(27 target-present; 9 target-absent) that were
similar to the first two experiments (a change
detection task, followed by a recognition task, and
then a confidence judgement). For the change
detection task the first and second displays were
separated by a 200-ms inter-stimulus interval and
no feedback was provided. For target-present
trials the correct recognition choice randomly
varied among pre-change faces, post-change faces,
and unchanged faces (nine trials of each).
An effort was made to control for naming
strategies within trials by ensuring that the faces
shown in the change detection task were at least
superficially similar to each other, and similar to
the faces in the recognition task (e.g., all with
beards or all clean-shaven).

Results
The location of the face that changed was
correctly identified on 56.6% of all trials. A 2
(line-up type: target-present vs target-absent) !2
(awareness: change blindness vs change detection) repeated-measures ANOVA was performed on confidence ratings. This test revealed
higher confidence for change detection trials
than for change blindness trials (see Table 1),
yielding a significant main effect of awareness,
F(1, 20) "11.32, p".003, g2p ".36. Paired samples
t-tests confirmed confidence was higher after
change detection than after change blindness for
both target-present trials, t(20) "#3.50, p".002,
d "0.88, and for target-absent trials, t(20) "
#2.13, p ".045, d "0.50. In addition, confidence
was higher on target-present line-up judgements
(M "3.13, SD "0.57) than on target-absent lineup judgements (M "2.42, SD "0.60), leading to a
main effect of line-up type, F(1, 20) " 43.64,
p B.001, g2p ".69. The interaction was not significant, F(1, 20) B1.
A 2 (recognition accuracy: incorrect vs
correct) !2 (awareness: change blindness vs
change detection) repeated-measures ANOVA
was conducted with confidence as the dependent
variable. This test revealed main effects of accuracy, F(1, 20) "96.73, p B.001, g2p ".83, and
awareness, F(1, 20) "11.62, p ".003, g2p ".37,
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with no interaction, F(1, 20) B1. Paired
samples t-tests showed confidence was higher for
correct recognitions than for incorrect recognitions after change blindness, t(20) "#4.71,
pB.001, d "1.11, as well as after change detection,
t(20) "#8.60, p B.001, d "1.94 (see Table 1).

Discussion
The results of Experiment 3 largely replicated
those reported in Experiments 1 and 2. Again,
recognition confidence was higher after change
detection than after change blindness. Because
faces were not repeated and no feedback about
the change detection task was given, the possibility that these factors were confounding the
results from the first two experiments can be
discounted. In addition to change detection performance, confidence was strongly affected by
recognition accuracy. Confidence was substantially higher for correct recognition choices than
for incorrect recognition choices. Although it is
clear that accuracy accounted for some of the
variance in confidence for the target-present
trials, the same cannot be said for the targetabsent trials. For the trials on which it was
impossible to make an accurate recognition
choice, confidence was higher when the change
was detected than when it was not. Similar to
Experiment 1, confidence was higher for correct
recognitions than for incorrect recognitions on
both change detection and change blindness trials.
Consistent with the optimality hypothesis, the
effect size was larger for change detection trials
than for change blindness trials, although both
effect sizes were large according to Cohen’s
(1988) classifications.

EXPERIMENT 4
In the first three experiments participants were
forced to choose one of the faces from the line-up.
This would not be the case in an actual line-up
judgement task, in which eyewitnesses have the
option of rejecting the line-up if they believe the
perpetrator to be absent. Without the option to
reject the line-up, participants in our experiments
may be expressing their confidence given the
difficulty of the choice, rather than their confidence in their memory for the displays per se.
Thus we conducted an additional experiment in
which participants were given the opportunity to
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reject the line-up altogether. One advantage of
this design is that it provides the opportunity
to examine the influence of choosing on confidence and accuracy. This variable is of particular
interest because, according to Sporer et al.’s
(1995) meta-analysis, the confidence!accuracy
relation is stronger when a line-up member is
chosen than when the line-up is rejected.
In addition to analysing the effect of choosing
on the confidence!accuracy relation, we also
explored how detection of change influences
choosing behaviour. Previous research has shown
choosing is influenced by a host of factors,
including the line-up procedure that is used
(Gronlund, Carlson, Dailey, & Goodsell, 2009;
Memon & Gabbert, 2003), whether or not line-up
instructions are biased (Steblay, 1997), and the
physical characteristics of the line-up members
(Wilcock, Bull, & Vrij, 2007). In a previous
investigation that included a manipulation of
encoding conditions, the distance between the
witness and the target had no influence on
choosing behaviour (Lindsay, Semmler, Weber,
Brewer, & Lindsay, 2008). However, in the
present study poor encoding likely results from
inattention to the location of the change,
which might propagate onto the recognition
memory judgement. After detecting the change,
participants might be more willing to choose
someone from the line-up based on a feeling
of overconfidence stemming from the perception
of good encoding conditions. Alternatively, the
perception of good encoding conditions after
change detection might lead participants to
require a stronger signal of memory strength
and lead to a more conservative response bias.

Method
Participants. A total of 20 university undergraduates participated in exchange for either
partial course credit or payment of $10.
Materials. The stimuli set consisted of 342 faces.
All faces from Experiment 3 were used as well as
nine additional faces that were taken from the
Center for Vital Longevity Database. As in Experiment 3, faces were not repeated across trials.
Procedure. The procedures were the same as in
Experiment 3, with the exception that participants were given the option to reject line-ups
and the proportion of target-absent line-ups was
increased from 25% to 50%.

Results
The small number of trials precluded carrying out
analyses involving all three factors (line-up type,
awareness, and line-up decision), so the data were
analysed with three separate two-factor ANOVAs
instead. A 2 (line-up type: target-present vs
target-absent) "2 (awareness: change blindness
vs change detection) repeated-measures ANOVA
revealed higher confidence for change detection trials than for change blindness trials (see
Table 1), yielding a significant main effect of
awareness, F(1, 18) #16.33, p #.001, g2p #.48.
Paired samples t-tests confirmed confidence was
higher on change detection trials than on change
blindness trials for both target-present trials,
t(18)# $3.47, p#.003, d #.79, and for targetabsent trials, t(19) #$3.72, p#.001, d #.84.
In addition, confidence was higher on targetpresent line-ups (M #3.40, SD #0.66) than
on target-absent line-ups (M #3.02, SD #0.56),
yielding a main effect of line-up type, F(1,
18) #8.51, p#.009, g2p #.32. The interaction
was not significant, F(1, 18) # 1.60, p #.22,
g2p #.08.
A 2 (recognition accuracy: incorrect vs
correct) "2 (awareness: change blindness vs
change detection) repeated-measures ANOVA
on confidence revealed a significant interaction,
F(1, 18) # 4.56, p#.047, g2p #.20. The interaction
was indicative of a greater effect of awareness on
confidence for correct recognitions than for
incorrect recognitions. Paired samples t-tests
showed higher confidence for correct recognitions
than for incorrect recognitions on change blindness trials, t(19) #$3.13, p #.006, d #0.69, and
change detection trials, t(18) #$4.91, pB.001,
d #1.12 (see Table 1).
A 2 (recognition accuracy: incorrect vs
correct) "2 (line-up decision: choose vs reject)
repeated-measures ANOVA on confidence revealed main effects of accuracy, F(1, 16) # 31.65,
p B.001, g2p #.66, and line-up decision, F(1,
16) #22.95, p B.001, g2p #.59, with no interaction,
F(1, 16) B 1. Paired samples t-tests showed correct recognitions were made more confidently
than incorrect recognitions for choosing trials,
t(19) # $7.24, p B.001, d#1.65, as well as for
rejection trials, t(16) # $2.85, p #.01, d #0.76.
A paired samples t-test was conducted to
examine whether or not awareness of change
influenced the probability of choosing someone
from the line-up. This test showed no reliable
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difference in choosing between change detection (M !0.76, SD !0.16) and change blindness (M !0.70, SD !0.18) trials, t(19) ! " 1.32,
p !.20, d !0.30. Therefore we found no indication
that encoding conditions influenced choosing
behaviour.
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Discussion
Once again, confidence was higher after change
detection than after change blindness. This effect
was consistent regardless of line-up type and
recognition accuracy. The effect of awareness on
the confidence#accuracy relation was also replicated: Consistent with the optimality hypothesis,
the strength of association was larger for change
detection trials than for change blindness trials.
The effect of choosing on the confidence#
accuracy relation was consistent with the results
of Sporer et al.’s (1995) meta-analysis. Although
Sporer et al. reported higher confidence for
correct identifications than for incorrect identifications for both choosers and non-choosers, the
mean difference was substantially larger for
choosers. Similarly, correct recognitions in the
present research were made more confidently
than incorrect recognitions for trials on which
faces were chosen as well as for trials on which
line-ups were rejected. Furthermore, the effect
size for choosing trials was more than double
the effect size for rejection trials. Thus the effect
of choosing corresponds well with previous
research.
We also examined how awareness of change
influenced the likelihood that participants would
choose someone from the line-up. This analysis
showed the probability of choosing was similar
for change detection and change blindness trials,
suggesting awareness of change did not influence
choosing behaviour. This is consistent with the
findings of Lindsay et al. (2008), who examined
the role of a different form of encoding conditions (i.e., witness-perpetrator distance) on choosing tendencies.

META-COMPARISON OF
EXPERIMENTS 1, 3, AND 4
In the foregoing analyses the confidence#
accuracy relation consisted of the mean difference
in confidence ratings between correct and incorrect recognitions. One advantage of this approach
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is that it provides a powerful statistical test of
the confidence#accuracy relation (Robinson &
Johnson, 1998). For a more precise indication of
the confidence#accuracy relation, however, we
calculated two measures of resolution (i.e., how
effectively confidence ratings correspond to correct and incorrect recognitions). One measure,
the Goodman-Kruskal gamma coefficient (G),
was originally recommended by Nelson (1984,
1986) and is commonly used in metamemory
research. However, gamma can be influenced by
response bias (Masson & Rotello, 2009), and
simulation analyses have shown that it does
not perform as well as measures that are based
on signal detection theory (Rotello, Masson, &
Verde, 2008). Thus we also calculated the area
under the receiver operating characteristic curve
(Az), an alternative to gamma suggested by
Masson and Rotello (2009).

Results and discussion
Average scores for the gamma coefficient and for
the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve were computed for each participant
from Experiments 1, 3, and 4. One sample
t-tests revealed positive confidence#accuracy relations. The average of all participants’ average
gamma coefficient (M !.41, SD !.26) was significantly higher than 0, t(65) !12.96, p B.001.
Similarly, the average of all participants’ average
area under the receiver operating characteristic
curve (M !.68, SD !.11) was significantly higher
than 0.5, t(65) !13.26, pB.001.
Both measures indicated awareness of change
had an influence on the confidence#accuracy
relation. For gamma coefficients, a paired samples
t-test revealed significantly better resolution on
change detection trials (M ! .45, SD !.29) than
on change blindness trials (M !.30, SD !.39),
t(65) ! " 2.58, p !.01, d! .31. Similarly, for
areas under the receiver operating characteristic
curve, the difference between change detection
trials (M !.69, SD !.15) and change blindness trials (M !.63, SD !.20) was significant,
t(65) ! " 2.63, p!.01, d !0.30. Thus these
metamemory measures converged with the
comparisons of confidence on correct and incorrect trials reported within each experiment separately in providing support for the optimality
hypothesis.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION
In four experiments participants sequentially
viewed two arrays of faces. Across the two arrays,
five of the faces were consistent and one of the
faces changed. Their task was to locate the face
that changed, recognise one of the previously
viewed faces from a line-up, and then rate their
recognition confidence. According to Deffenbacher’s (1980) optimality hypothesis, good encoding conditions should facilitate a strong
confidence!accuracy relation. Consistent with
the optimality hypothesis we found stronger confidence!accuracy relations when the change was
detected compared to when it was not detected
(i.e., change blindness). However, not all of our
findings were consistent with the optimality hypothesis. Specifically, in Experiment 2 and the
target-absent trials of Experiment 3, confidence
ratings were higher on change detection trials than
on change blindness trials, even though none of
the recognitions was accurate. In contrast to the
optimality hypothesis, which predicts confidence
and accuracy will be affected by encoding conditions uniformly, we observed an inflated sense of
confidence on change detection trials when accurate recognitions were impossible.
Participants in our study were not directly
asked whether their confidence judgements were
related to their perception of how well the
displays were encoded. Nevertheless, our findings
are consistent with previous claims that participants rely on a meta-memorial judgement of
encoding conditions to evaluate their confidence
in their choice on a recognition memory task
(Lindsay et al., 1998). Participants might make an
immediate appraisal of the encoding conditions,
and use this to determine both the criterion they
will establish for judging a line-up member as
‘‘old’’ and for evaluating the accuracy of that
judgement. Bruno, Higham, and Perfect (2009)
predicted that participants would apply a similar
strategy on a word-learning task. They postulated
a global subjective memorability hypothesis
wherein participants would adjust their response
criterion according to how they perceived the
learning conditions. This hypothesis was supported when, in a series of experiments, participants who judged learning conditions as poor
relied on extra-memorial cues to guide their
recognition decisions. In contrast, when learning
conditions were good, participants based their
criterion on memory strength. In the present

experiments participants took the learning conditions into account both when deciding if a signal
was present as well as when indicating their
level of certainty in that decision.
Why does change detection inflate confidence
on a subsequent task? The answer to this question
might be that succeeding in detecting a change
functions as feedback about the quality of the
encoding conditions. In Experiments 1 and 2,
participants were explicitly told whether or not
they correctly localised a change they knew with
certainty had occurred. In Experiments 3 and 4,
although we did not provide any external feedback, the act of detecting the change might have
acted as a source of internal feedback.
Previous researchers have found that preidentification feedback about encoding conditions
can influence identification confidence. In one
study (Gabbert, Memon, & Wright, 2007) participants who received feedback suggesting that
the conditions in which encoding occurred
were favourable were more confident in their
memory than were participants who received
feedback suggesting that the same encoding
conditions were unfavourable. Similar results
have been found by Leippe and colleagues
(Leippe, Eisenstadt, & Rauch, 2009; Leippe,
Eisenstadt, Rauch, & Stambush, 2006), who
manipulated feedback about memory reports
and found perceptions of memory accuracy influenced line-up identification confidence. Although
the reliability of their results differed depending
on how feedback was manipulated, positive feedback generally led to higher confidence than
negative or no feedback. Similarly, in the present
research participants who received positive feedback about the change detection task were more
confident than participants who received negative
feedback.
For some time now researchers have warned
of the dangers of line-up administrators providing
witnesses with feedback about the veracity of
their identification (Bradfield, Wells, & Olson,
2002; Wells & Bradfield, 1998). In contrast to the
well-documented problems associated with postidentification feedback, our research casts light
on the less well-understood problem of preidentification feedback. In a real-world case
such feedback could consist of information provided to a witness during the initial interview
with a police investigator. For example, an eyewitness could report observing the perpetrator
and two other witnesses, and the officer could
inadvertently confirm that claim by mentioning
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that the other two witnesses have spoken with
police. Our findings suggest positive feedback of
this nature could falsely increase confidence in a
subsequent line-up identification.
The relation between confidence and accuracy
is not well understood, yet jurors use confidence
as a means of assessing the credibility of eyewitness identifications (Brewer & Burke, 2002).
Therefore it is critical to study the factors that
influence the relation between these two variables. Our findings imply that recognition confidence is not always based on the strength of the
memory representation upon which the recognition judgement relies. To the contrary, we found
evidence to suggest that participants integrated
information about how well they encoded a scene
with their actual memory for the scene when
they determined their recognition confidence.
The results underscore the importance of assessing the source of confidence in tests of recognition memory, suggesting high confidence may
reflect the perceived quality of the conditions in
which a scene was encoded, rather than the
strength of the memory for the scene itself.
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